FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What does the passage of Ballot Question 2A mean?
If Pueblo citizens vote to pass the 2A ballot measure in a special election on May 5,
2020, it will have two outcomes: First, it will end the franchise agreement with Black
Hills. It also will amend the City charter to allow the Board of Water Works to operate an
electric utility along with a water utility.
If the franchise agreement is ended, does that mean Black Hills will no longer
provide electric service to Pueblo?
No. Simply ending the franchise agreement does not mean Black Hills cannot serve
Pueblo. They will continue to serve Pueblo’s electric needs until a community owned
electric utility is in operation.
During the period of time the Board of Water Works is establishing the
community owned electric utility, will the City still receive franchise fees?
Yes. The current agreement states that if the agreement is ended, Black Hills must
collect and remit to the City, fees equivalent to the franchise fees collected under the
franchise agreement.
Why must the City charter be amended by a vote of the people for the Board of
Water Works to lead this project?
Currently the charter only provides the Board of Water Works with the power to
operate a water system. In order to lead the project, we must also have the authority to
operate an electric system.
How long will this process take?
An exact date for completion of the project is not known due to the variables
involved in negotiations and the legal process, but it is anticipated to take five to eight
years.
Will water rates go up because of this endeavor?
No, water rates will not be raised beyond normal regularly anticipated rate increases.
Will electric rates go down immediately?
While there is absolutely no doubt that rates will be lower in the long-term than
staying with Black Hills, it is currently unknown whether they can be lowered
immediately. The ability to lower rates immediately will be dependent upon the ultimate
acquisition price.
Will taxes go up?
No. The acquisition price will be funded through revenue bonds not tax-based
general obligation bonds. Pueblo Water is an enterprise and cannot tax its customers.

My electric bill is around $130 per month. If we have rate savings of 10%, that
only amounts to $13 per month. Is the effort worth it?
It’s true that the savings for individual residential customers will be small but
imagine a 10% savings for large businesses that pay $1 million to $3 million per year in
electric bills – the savings is significant. Considering gross revenues of $250 to $260
million annually, a 10% savings means $25 to $26 million stays in the region.
Why are rates lower under a community owned structure versus an investor
owned structure?
Community owned businesses do not have to pay income taxes, large corporate
salaries, or provide a return to shareholders. Rather, they provide a return to their
customers in the form of lower rates.
Will the Board of Water Works handle the day-to-day operations of the new
electric system?
No. A third party contractor will handle the day-to-day operations of the electric
system. The Board of Water Works will be responsible for oversight of that contract,
long-term planning, and setting rates. A Request for Proposal will be sent out to
determine the third-party contractor. The Board of Water Works will retain the flexibility
to undertake day-to-day operations in the future.
What happens to Black Hills’ employees?
The electric utility system will require the same skills of the expert and dedicated
employees that operate it today. Consequently, it is anticipated that the third-party
contractor hired to handle the day-to-day operations of the system will seek to hire the
existing employees to provide these services.
Does the Board of Water Works intend to purchase the generation and
transmission assets owned by Black Hills?
The preferred plan contemplates acquiring the distribution assets of Black Hills.
However, the ballot language allows for acquisition of the generation and transmission
assets should it make economic sense to do so. Generation assets are used to produce
power, transmission assets are used to carry produced power to the distribution system,
and the distribution system is used to deliver power to customers.
Under what scenario would it make sense to take over the generation and
transmission assets?
Acquiring just the distribution system will require us to pay for” stranded assets.”
The payment for stranded assets will be to compensate Black Hills’ shareholders for lost
revenue that would have been generated by their generation and transmission assets.
This compensation is only for lost revenue and Black Hills keeps the generation and
transmission assets. After comparing the stranded assets costs to the costs to acquire
the generation and transmission assets, it may make sense to pay for and acquire those
assets rather than pay stranded assets costs and receive nothing in return.

If the Board of Water Works doesn’t purchase the generation assets, how will
they supply power?
If only distribution assets are purchased, then we will enter into a purchase power
agreement with a third-party power producer to supply power.
Will power purchased from a third party power provider cost more than what we
are paying Black Hills?
No. A request for information was solicited to numerous third-party power producers
as part of the phase II feasibility study. The responses received indicate a lower cost of
power than what Black Hills’ current portfolio produces.
Will there be any service interruptions during the process?
No. A smooth transition will be coordinated and ultimately approved by the Colorado
Public Utilities Commission.
Does Pueblo Water’s vision include renewable energy sources?
Yes, Pueblo water is committed to attaining the community’s clean energy goals.
Trying to municipalize has been a nightmare for Boulder. Why would Pueblo’s
efforts be any better or easier?
We’ve learned from Boulder’s struggles, and while these projects appear to be
similar, they are different in many ways. Ballot Question 2A provides us with flexibility to
structure and successfully complete the project. However, it should be understood that
this process will not be easy and will require the commitment of the community to see it
through.
What if something unexpected happens and you cannot create a deal that will
ultimately lower costs for customers?
The sole reason for the Board of Water Works to lead this initiative is to provide
value and ultimately lower electric rates for our customers. While we don’t believe
something will happen to preclude us from achieving that goal – if it does, we will delay
the project until such time we can provide a deal that benefits customers. The changes
to the charter do not preclude us from keeping Black Hills as the power provider until an
alternative electric utility is in place.
Does the Board of Water Works have the expertise to lead this project?
Yes, the Board of Water Works has a long history of successfully navigating long
complex utility projects.

